Memories of the Bar Convent School

Full name
Address & postcode

Telephone number
E-mail address

IMPORTANT! Are you happy for us to use the information you supply here?

Without your permission, we won't be able to use what you tell us.



Please tick to accept. I provide these details of my time at The Bar Convent School (along with any photographs or
donated items or documents as applicable) to enable The Bar Convent Living Heritage Centre to record them for historic,
educational and promotional purposes. I also provide my contact details to enable the Centre to maintain contact me with while
this information is in their possession, but I understand that only my initials will ever be communicated alongside any schoolrelated material. I understand that this information will be expressly used for these purposes and I give full permission for this
information to be used across all communication channels without restriction. I understand that I can immediately stop the use of
this material and/or my contact details, change how my data will be processed, have my data corrected or erased, or access a copy
of my personal information held by the Trust by contacting James Foster (General Manager of The Bar Convent Living Heritage
Centre; jfoster@bar-convent.org.uk; 01904 643 238). I understand that I also have the right to complain to the Information
Commissioners Office by telephoning 0303 123 1113.

If you would like to use more space than our answer boxes give, or would like
to type your answers, please feel free to attach additional pages to this form.

1. What year were you born?

2. What years did you attend
the Bar Convent school?
3. What was your first day like? What were your first impressions of your new school?
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4. Do you have any memories of particular sisters?

5. Do you have any memories of your fellow pupils? Who were your friends?

6. Be honest... did you ever do something you shouldn't? (Were you caught!?)

7. What was your last day of school like? How did you feel to be leaving?
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8. How did your time at the Bar Convent affect who you are today?

9. Have you been back to visit the convent since you left? Have you met up with old friends?

10. Do you have any other memories you'd like to share with us?

Please post your completed form (or hand in) to:
School Memories, The Bar Convent, 17 Blossom Street, York, YO24 1AQ
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